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Learning the art of wine tasting<If

IKelly Clark meets Neil Bull of the East
Anglian Wine School for a tasting and to
find out about the services he can offer

HOSTING dinner parties at
home is becoming ever
more popular, When you've

added up the cost of a meal out,
plus transport there and back, it
just seems to make sense to
entertain within your own four
walls.
But to create an evening Come

Dine With Me would be proud of,
takes knowledge and talent.
That's where Neil Bull of East
Anglian Wine School comes in.
Neil, qualified in wine and

spirit education, is your secret
weapon in hosting a party your
friends will be talking about for
weeks. While you're sweating on
getting the food just right in the
kitchen, Neil can be entertaining
your guests, teaching them a little
-or alot -about the perfect drinks
to accompany the meal ahead.
In fact, be can work with you

- first to discuss your menu and
recommend the appropriate
drinks to compliment each
course. ensuring you get every
aspect of your event just right.
It's not just formal dinner

parties which can benefit from
the expertise of the East Anglian
Wine School, either; Neil can also
provide light entertainment at
your summer barbecue.
He said: "By going out for a

meal, you're looking at £25 per
head at the cheapest. When you
look at the wine list, the cheapest
bottle is generally £20- I charge £7

for the same bottle. There's a huge
economic implication. 1 can offer
wine by the case at very
reasonable prices as Ido not have
large overheads.
"I would usually go along to a

dinner party between 5.30pm and
7.3Opm to give a wine tasting to
your guests. I can be guided by the
host as to what wines we look at
and the feel of the event - whether
you want a Champagne tasting or
just red wines, formal or
informal, it's all possible. Food
and wine pairing is also really
popular."

A top tip from Neil is if you are
cooking a curry for your guests
and some like it spicier than
others, give the more daring
among them an Australian Shiraz
to give the heat in the food a little
boost.
He also says Champagne is the

ideal accompaniment to smoked
salmon or any other oily dish as it
helps to strip the fat from your
mouth before moving on to the
next course.

Neil, who gave up a career in
investment banking inLondon to
set up the wine school from his
home in Stebbing, also sells wine,
offering guests at his wine lasting
events the ticket price off their
first order.
He said: "The idea behind the

tastings is to make the experience
fun. It has to be relaxed and
enjoyable. If it's just a tasting you
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CHEERS I Kelly at Ihe wine tasting with Neil Bull

are after - maybe for a
fundraising event - I can bring
along the right cheeses or some
nibbles.
"When you read a book, you can

when you understand it."
• Why not do your research
ahead of your party by going
along to one of Nell's wine tasting
events?

Tickets cost £10 (which gives
you £10 off your first case of 12
wines ordered from Neil). Visit
www.eastanglianwinetasting.co.
uklcourses or call 01371267260.

read and enjoy it, but if someone
explains a bit more about it you
can read it again and enjoy it even
more. It's the same with wine; it
becomes all the more enjoyable

http://www.eastanglianwinetasting.co.

